Abstract-This paper proposes a methodology to perform emotional states classification by the analysis of EEG signals, wavelet decomposition and an electrode discrimination process, that associates electrodes of a 10/20 model to Brodmann regions and reduce computational burden. The classification process were performed by a Support Vector Machines Classification process, achieving a 81.46 percent of classification rate for a multi-class problem and the emotions modeling are based in an adjusted space from the Russell Arousal Valence Space and the Geneva model.
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of technologies that allow interaction between a user and a computer in a more natural way, has been one of biggest challenges in recent decades.
Since Rosalind Picard founded the Affective Computing Group at MIT and propose theories to establish a better understanding of the impact of technology on the emotional states [1] , a wide range of important developments focused in the human-machine interaction have been developed; being one of the most relevant the analysis of emotional states, due the great importance of emotions in our daily communication.
To date many techniques to analyzing the physiological expressions of an emotion have been developed; however, most of them are susceptible to be manipulated by users and provide unreliable information. One of the main proposals to resolve this problems, are the analysis of bio-medical signals (biosignals), such as heart rate, breathing rate and the behavior of neural signals that properly processed can be an important and reliable information source [2] ; being the brain signal analysis, one of the techniques that has gained an increased demand in the past decades, due the recent developments in Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI), signal processing and pattern recognition algorithms facilitates the analysis, development and implementation of affective technologies. Also previous efforts to perform emotional states recognition, has been reached up to 80% of classification rates (Table I) , promising results if we consider that a person can recognize an emotional state from another only the 88% of the time. This paper presents a strategy for recognition and classification of emotional states through analysis of electroencephalography (EEG) signals and a data reduction strategy based on the correlation between electrodes and a bounded region delimited by a Brodmann model analysis.
A. Related work
Recent advances in the analysis of biological signals achieves promising results as presented in Table I . Many of this research's achieves more than 88% of recognition rate, however, by performing binary classifications task or employing physiological characteristics as reference, since the associated to biological signals analysis shows a significant decrements in the recognition rate. Although a wide variety of techniques to perform classification are being implement to date, SVM and NN has shown the best performance.
Section II, describes a proposed emotion characterization model to perform a multidimensional classification process; Section III, describes a proposed strategy to reduce data in an EEG analysis by establishing a bounded regions of an electrode correlations to Brodmann regions and the features extraction and arrangement; Section IV, describes the configuration for the classification process and the implemented methodology to perform the experimentation processes; Section V, presents the results obtained by implementing the proposed strategies and Section VI, discusses the conclusions of this work.
II. EMOTIONS
Define a concept of emotion, could be a notorious problem without a proper review in the psychology advances.
Since we are proposing a classification task which involves a systematic process, the adopted definition of emotion has to satisfy this constraint. Klaus R. Scherer, define emotions as an episode of interrelated, synchronized changes in the states of all or most of the five 1 organismic subsystems 2 in response to the evaluation of an external or internal stimulus event as relevant to major concerns of the organism [12] .
However, the high diversity of theories associated to emotional states, implies that a very extensive endeavors must be performed just to pose an appropriate model to perform an adequate classification space. Fortunately Paul Ekman, Wallace Friesen, James Russell and Klaus R. Scherer propose theories that could be used to overcome most of this issues.
Ekman and Friesen propose the big six and the microexpressions theory which generalize emotional gestures and provide tags to emotional states [13] , Russell proposed an Arousal and Valence Space (AVS), where an emotional state could be represented as combination levels [14] and the Geneva model to provide a higher abstraction level by the addition of a dominance parameter to the AVS [12] . The classification classes are then conformed by referencing each experimental case to a certain emotion, with the following parameters:
• Arousal: ranges from inactive (e.g. uninterested, bored) to active (e.g. alert, excited).
• Valence: ranges from unpleasant (e.g. sad, stressed) to pleasant (e.g. happy, elated).
• Dominance: ranges from a helpless and weak feeling (without control) to an empowered feeling (in control of everything). 
A. Data characterization
The lack of benchmarks databases, is another important challenge in the emotional states classification process due that standardized databases as the International Affective Picture System Digitized (IAPS) and the International Affective Digital Sounds (IADS) [15] [16] , can only be employed to perform experimental setups and databases as the bu-3DFE, PhysioNet, iBUG project and DEAP dataset, which provides an experimental generalization due it are conformed from • bu-3DFE [17] : a database by GAIC lab of is a collection of facial expressions records.
• PhysioNet [18] : a very wide a collection of bio signals provided by the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering.
• The iBUG project [19] : a set of databases of the human behavior analysis through a bio signals characterization recompiled by the Intelligent Behavior Understanding Group.
• Database for Emotion Analysis using Physiological Signals (DEAP) [20] : is a collection of biomedical information from thirty two participants submitted to emotional stimulus.
To perform our classification task, we implement the DEAP dataset, which is up to our best knowledge the most complete database and are developed under the specific purpose of record the psychological responses of an emotion in arousal and valence levels. Also DEAP is already related to several other research projects [21] 
III. SIGNAL CONDITIONING
The large amounts of data associated to an EEG classification process are also an important issue to be addressed and to handle whit it, a strategy that reduces the processed data by implementing an electrode discrimination process and a reduction of the spectral information by a frequency bands cutoff, are presented. Applications, Vol. 6, No. 6, 2015 231 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org
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A. Brodmann analysis
Several researches has sought the establishment of a region based criteria which relates emotional activity to brain regions, an many of them suggest an association between the occipital and temporal cortex regions with emotional processes 4 .
The proposed strategy suggested in this work, establish a relationship between cortex regions an its relevancy in the classification (TableII). Also Table III , presents the association between electrodes to the associated regions an its correlation to conform a region based model, presented in Figure 2 . This strategy only considers only fifteen electrodes from a differential 10/20 model and achieves a reduction of 38.5% of the total processed data.
B. Filtering
Noise and crosstalking effects are another important problem to be addressed to identify a specific behavior EEG signals, an a wide range of signal processing techniques must be implemented just to handle with this problem [2] [25] . EEG noise are generally related to instrumentation and physiological activity as the vascular, muscular or ocular movements and to attenuate this, a derivative of a surface LaPlacean filter (SL) suggested by M. Murugappan were implemented to lead a proper filtering process [26] [27] . This technique filters out the signals originated outside of the skull and emphasizing the electrical activity that occurs near an electrode by attenuating EEG activity and improving the spatial resolution of the signals, when it became common to all electrodes.
where X new is the filtered signal, X(t) the raw signals and N E the number of neighbor electrodes.
Also a Independent Component Analysis Blind Source
Separation technique (ICA-BSS) were implemented to include the uncorrelated information associated by the electrode discriminant process. This process also reduces redundancy and preserve references of the uncorrelated electrodes, by the decomposition of the signal into its constituent independent components X new , considering a multi-channel signal problem defined as y(n) and the constituent components of the signal as y i (n), then
where P Y is the probability distribution set, p y (y i (n)) are the marginal distributions and m is the number of independent components, performed over all the of electrodes ( Figure 3 ).
To consider all the mixing structure process are necessary to estimates all the independent sources from the signal and for most cases this information are unavailable, and the assumption that this mixing process occurs as an instant case are widely accepted in the analysis of biological signals such as EEG where the signals are composed by a narrow bandwidth and a low sampling frequency 5 , the formulating BSS model are modeled as r m is the attached signal of the electrodes. S bi is the reference signal of a electrode after the filtering process, where e i is the electrode signal of a single electrode plus the λ i remaining overlay signals of the nonprimary electrodes. The main approach is that the reference energy at the focal points of the sensor will be increased, so that by using a process of BSS, may obtain independent vectors corresponding to each region.
H are the mixing matrix, v(n) denotes the signal source vectors and z is a mxn matrix from n samples, from a mdimensional array of electrodes activity.
C. Rhythms
The frequency bands associated to brain activity are denominated as rhythms (Table IV) , and several studies suggest that are associated to a specific mental tasks; as another measure to perform signal conditioning a band pass filter of 0.5 Hz to 47 Hz, were implemented to consider only the frequencies of rhythms [25] [28]. [29] [27]; one of the most important aspects of the WT, is that transformation coefficients can be employed directly as features for the classification problem and unlike the Fourier transform it provides a commitment between the spatial and temporal information of the signal 6 , which are very useful in 6 The time-frequency representation are performed by a set of filters, that limits the frequency domain by half and decompose the signal into approximation coefficients (AC) and detail coefficients (DC) and this process are performed by iterative and complementary filters the analysis of biological signals.
Also WT handles with the non-stationary nature of the EEG signals by expanding, contracting and shifting a function ψ a,b called "mother" wavelet, defined by as
R are in a wavelet space and a is a scaling factor, b is the shifting factor.
Due EEG signals are non-stationary and their local waves are often spatially variant to decompose a signal into the elementary building blocks. WT allows a well localized in time and frequency due small scales reflects the high frequency components of the signal and large scales reflects the low frequency components of the signal, allowing the representation of the temporal features of a signal at different resolution [30] .
The selection of an appropriate wavelet for a given signal, still implies an extensive search; to perform the presented feature extraction Daubechie 6 (DB6), were selected due it shows the best performance in a heuristic experimental task and also satisfy the following admissibility condition to handle whit the non-stationary propriety of EEG
where Ψ(ω), is the Fourier transform of ψ a,b (t).
2) Approximation and detail based features:
The WT describes signal in terms of coefficients by representing their energy content in a specified frequency region and this coefficients conforms the classification arrangements.
This signal f (t) can be decomposed as
where j,k ∈ Z and ψ(t) is a mother Wavelet and the coefficients d j,k is the inner product
From the wavelet coefficients d j,k , the energy of the details of f at level j can be expressed as
If the total energy of the details is denoted as E t = j E j , then the percentile energy corresponding at level j is:
The level j is associated with frequency band, ∆F , given by: 
1) Cases:
A sub-cases configuration were proposed to evaluated the performance of this classification strategy; under distinct information configurations, conformed by an arrangements selection of the three most representative experimental cases, as presented in Figure 5 . This configuration shows the performance obtained under distinct stimulus over all the participants, and to ensure that each of this arrangements contains the information of different experimentation trials constructed under the following configuration:
• Case A: Information of a the experimental cases 3,12,28 and 32.
• Case B: Information of a the experimental cases 2,15,21 and 35.
• Case C: Information of a the experimental cases 10,17,23 and 38.
• Case D: Mixing of the cases A,B and C.
B. SVM configuration 1) Selection of parameter C:
In [31] , to chose an optimal of regularization parameter C can be derived from standard parameterization of SVM solution given by expressions
Further in [31] , use kernel functions bounded in the input domain. To simplify presentation, assume RBF kernel function
so that K(x i , x) 1 . Hence it obtain the following upper bound on SVM regression function:
Expression (15) is conceptually important, as it relates regularization parameter C and the number of support vectors, for a given value of ε. However, note that the relative number of support vectors depends on the ε -value. In order to estimate the value of C independently of (unknown) s vn , one can robustly let C ≥ f (x) for all training samples, which leads to setting C equal to the range of response values of training data. However, such a setting is quite sensitive to the possible presence of outliers, as propose to use it instead the following prescription for regularization parameter:
whereȳ is the mean of the training responses (outputs), and σ y is the standard deviation of the training response values. Prescription can effectively handle outliers in the training data. In practice, the response values of training data are often scaled so thatȳ = 0; then the proposed C is 3σ y . Applications, Vol. 6, No. 6, 2015 234 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org 2) Selection of ε: It is well-known that the value of ε should be proportional to the input noise level, that is ε∞σ. It assume that the standard deviation of noise σ is known or can be estimated from data . However, the choice of ε should also depend on the number of training samples. From standard statistical theory, the variance of observations about the trend line (for linear regression) is:
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This suggests the following prescription for choosing ε:
Based on a number of empirical comparisons, it found that works well when the number of samples is small, however for large values of n prescription yields ε -values that are too small. Hence we propose the following (empirical) dependency:
Based on empirical tuning, the constant value τ = 3 gives good performance for various data set sizes, noise levels and target functions for SVM regression. Thus expression is used in all empirical comparisons as presented in [31] .
V. RESULTS
The resulting schemes from the implementation of the proposed discrimination scheme and BSS processes are presented in Figures 6, 7 and 8 , where a insight of the behavior of the wavelets coefficients, between the possible combination of emotional could be observed with out the classification process. Figure 6 , presents the characteristics distribution, obtained by the implementation of the proposed strategy by employing the relaxed state (High arousal and low valence(relaxed or calm)) as reference and it comparative to states as anger (Low arousal and high valence (angry or rage)), happiness (High arousal and high valence (happiness or joy)) and sadness (Low arousal and low valence (boredom or sadness). Also the combinations of a greater amount of interlocking elements, to observe the difficulty of the classification problem are also presented in Figure 9 .
This representation provides information apriori of the behavior in a features spatial distribution of each emotional state which could be implemented in a classification problem. 
A. Classification results
The classification stage is performed under the specifications described in Section IV, where each of the emotional states were evaluated independently as shown in the table V.
• Test case A: score an average of 80.75% of classifi-(IJACSA) International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications, Vol. 6, No. 6, 2015 235 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org • Test case B: score an average of 80.93% of classification rate. • Test case C: score an average of 80.14% of classification rate.
• Test case D: score an average of 86.53% of classification rate.
This results are the average recognition rate of nine hundred experiments and considering only the averages of the cross validation process as show in Figure 10 and obtain a stable recognition rate for the four experimental cases of 82.08% overall performance, in the proposed class variable experimental setups, as shown in figure 11 . Furthermore also it shows that with increasing references for the classification process, also increases the percentage in the recognition rate, which implies a correlation between user behavior. Then as shown in Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9 , if necessary it could develop a classification strategy that considers only valence or arousal states, with a success rate of 90%.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Eventhough the fact that affective computing has shown an important development in recent decades, recognition of emotional states by analyzing biological signals still it presents significant challenges. One of the main problems associated with this type of research is the lack of a standard database and the complexity involved in establishing methodologies of analysis, processing strategy and even an appropriate model of emotional states that are going to investigate.
However, studies such as those presented in this paper, corroborates the existence of a correlation between the electrical activity in the cerebral cortex of people and their moods; and that these differences can be recognized and classified by a process of computational analysis. This paper presents also the feasibility of establishing groups of emotional states to recognize and classify.
On the other hand as the rapid growth and development of sensing techniques and technologies for the analysis of biological signals as well as computational processing strategies facilitate the development techniques for the analysis of mental states. Although wavelet analysis techniques and algorithms classification based support vector machines, other strategies such as search and matching neural networks are used in this paper, they could be employed; as well as a strategy to reduce the data to be processed it could be proposed.
Some of the expectations of implementation for results, is developing a platform for tracking the rehabilitation of persons after an accident or injury, to provide information from the mood of the patient and a specialist can make decisions based on this information .
